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THEORETICAL MODEL OF RANDOM FREIGHT FLOW DISTRIBUTION 
IN THE CONVEYOR TRANSPORT LINE OF THE COAL MINE

Purpose. Increasing the efficiency of the conveyor transport system of the mine due to the application of rational parameters, 
which are calculated objectively on the basis of the reliable output data of random freight flow in the conveyor transport line, taking 
into account the velocity of minerals transportation, including a perfect theoretical model application of the freight flow distribution.

Methodology. Complex research:
 statistical studies on the actual distribution of random freight flow in the highly productive stages of the PSU Mine “n.a 

Heroiv Kosmosu” PJSC “DTEK Pavlohradvuhillia”;
 description of histograms of the distribution of random freight flow by various indicative algebraic functions, normal and 

gamma distribution of a random variable and a specially constructed function with separately defined parameters of its branches;
 analysis of research results regarding the correctness of the theoretical model of the distribution of random freight flow ac

cording to various criteria of genuineness, a center of grouping, amplitude, velocity of rise and fall, and deviation.
Findings. A perfect theoretical model was built in the form of an indicative algebraic function, whose branches are described by 

the normal distribution law of a random variable with separately determined parameters. It describes well the distribution of ran
dom freight flow in the conveyor transport line of the mine and ensures the determination of its parameters by the methods of 
probability theory.

Originality. A theoretical model of the distribution of random freight flow in the conveyor transport line of the mine has been 
obtained for the first time, which describes well various cases of its distribution, including symmetric and asymmetric ones, and 
provides the determination of the freight flow parameters by the methods of probability theory.

Practical value. The actual value of the coefficient of nonuniformity of the freight flow in the conveyor transport line of the 
mine, which was determined by a perfect theoretical model, exceeds, by almost a quarter, the value inherent in the model accepted 
in practice, the normal law of the distribution of a random variable. The coefficient of nonuniformity of the freight flow in the 
highly productive longwalls of only the specified mine reaches a value of 2.012, which already exceeds the normative value limit for 
conveyor transport lines along horizontal and inclined preparatory workings of mining areas (2.0). Reliable initial data on the 
variation of the random freight flow in the conveyor transport line of the mine, which is substantiated by a perfect theoretical 
model of its distribution, have a positive effect on the calculation of its parameters and contribute to increasing the efficiency and 
reliability of the functioning of the conveyor transport system.

Keywords: conveyor transport line, random freight flow, distribution of freight flow, bar chart, theoretical model, normal distribution 
law of a random variable, coefficient of nonuniformity

Introduction. In the conditions of the energy crisis in the 
world [1, 2], developing the mining industry [3] and increasing 
the rate of coal production [4, 5] remain relevant in Ukraine.

The intensification of mining operations in coal mines is 
associated with the introduction of highperformance long
walls [6, 7], in which, as a rule, productive conveyor transport 
systems are applied [8].

Analysis of the operation of conveyor transport systems of 
mines in Ukraine [9, 10] shows their significant branching [11, 
12] and the presence of conveyor transport lines with varying 
freight flow [13, 14]. The freight flows of coal mines have been 
quite wellresearched by R. V. Mertsalov, V. O. Ponomarenko, 
O. M. Zaretskyi, L. H. Shakhmeister, N. M. Hung, M. Ya. Bili
chenko, and others [15, 16].

However, there are complications with ensuring the neces
sary capacity of conveyor transport lines during periods of 
large freight flows, which negatively affects the efficiency and 
reliability of the transport system and the productivity of the 
mine.

In particular, one of the ways to increase the capacity of 
conveyor transport lines and the efficiency of the mine trans

port system [17, 18] is to control the velocity of the conveyor 
belt [19, 20].

Obviously, the effective and reliable functioning of the 
conveyor transport system of the mine is ensured by rational 
parameters, which, in particular, should be determined by the 
actual parameters of random freight flow in it [21, 22].

However, the calculation of the parameters of the mine’s 
conveyor transport line is based on unreliable initial data from 
the variation of the random freight flow and is simplified with
out taking into account the influence of the mineral transpor
tation velocity [23, 24].

These circumstances lead to the application of irrational 
parameters of conveyor transport lines, which negatively af
fects the efficiency and reliability of the transport conveyor 
system and mine’s productivity.

Therefore, to increase the efficiency and reliability of the 
mine’s conveyor transport system, it is necessary to use ratio
nal parameters that should be determined based on reliable 
initial data of random freight flow in conveyor lines and objec
tively taking into account the minerals transportation velocity 
[25, 26].

The study on the actual distribution of the random freight 
flow in the conveyor transport line of the mine will allow us to 
find a perfect theoretical model of its distribution and, based on 
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it, to prepare reliable initial data from the variation of the ran
dom freight flow for the objective calculation of its parameters.

Main part. Transport freight flows are one of the main ele
ments of logistics.

In general, the freight flow of minerals Q(t) is represented 
as the product of a continuous random process (continuous 
component) and a flow of pulses of unit height (discrete com
ponent – correlation function), which characterizes the inter
vals of progress and absence of freight

Q(t) = Q′(t) ⋅ j(t).

The continuous component of the random freight flow 
Q′(t) is considered to be a GaussianandMarkivskyi process 
with an amplitude distribution close to the normal law.

The discrete component of the freight flow j(t) is consid
ered as a simple Poisson process. According to experimental 
research, the distribution of the interval of progress and ab
sence of freight flow over time is well approximated by an ex
ponent.

The main characteristics of random freight flow are:
 mathematical expectation;
 deviation variance;
 freight flow correlation function j(t).
To calculate the parameters of the conveyor transport line 

of the mine, the following characteristics are usually applied:
 the freight flow variation coefficient, as the ratio of the 

maximum freight flow to the mathematical expectation (the 
average value for the accepted theoretical model of the distri
bution of random freight flow – the normal law of the distribu
tion of a random variable) for the observation period;

 the coefficient of machine time, which is equal to the 
share of the time of progress of the freight during the observa
tion period km = tm /t.

In particular, the indicated characteristics of the freight 
flow were used by I. E. Atlas and V. O. Sysoev during the re
search of the second half of the 20 th century on the distribution 
of random freight flow in the longwalls and conveyor transport 
lines of the mines of the Central District of Donbas. At that 
time, outdated mechanized complexes, narrowcut shearers 
with individual supporting, widecut shearers and mining 
ploughs have been applied in the mines.

The distribution of the random freight flow in the mines 
according to this research seems to be satisfactorily described 
by a theoretical model, the normal law of the distribution of a 
random variable (Gauss’s law)
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where f(x) is normal density of the distribution of a random 
variable; σ2 – deviation variance of a random variable; x – 
random variable; x0 – mathematical expectation.

However, does the calculation of the parameters of the 
mine’s conveyor transport line take into account the actual 
distribution of the freight flow coming from the highperfor
mance longwalls that are equipped by mechanized complexes 
of the new generation in real working conditions?

Including the mines of Western Donbas, which will obvi
ously allow a balanced approach to the choice of a theoretical 
model for the distribution of random freight flow in the con
veyor transport line during the preparation of the initial data 
from the calculation of its parameters.

Moreover, there are wellknown cases of asymmetric dis
tribution of random freight flow in collective conveyor trans
port lines of mines [27], which differ from the symmetrical 
theoretical model accepted in practice, the normal law of dis
tribution of a random variable [28, 29].

For instance, Fig. 1 illustrates a bar chart of the distribu
tion of freight flow in the main conveyor transport line of 
“DovzhanskaKapitalna” LLC DTEK “Sverdlovskantracit” 
mine.

The given bar chart has a clearly asymmetric nature of 
the distribution of random freight flow relative to the center 
of its grouping (probable value or mathematical expecta
tion).

In addition, different rates of increase and decrease in the 
number of instantaneous values of the random freight flow are 
observed, which is strikingly different from the theoretical 
model of its distribution applied in practice.

It is also observed that the center of random freight flow 
grouping in the transport line according to the bar chart does 
not coincide with the mathematical expectation of the theo
retical model – 134 kg/s.

Therefore, according to the accepted theoretical model 
(normal law) of the distribution of a random variable, its pa
rameters will be erroneously determined: the center of group
ing (probable value or mathematical expectation), the vari
ance of the deviation, the probable maximum value and the 
coefficient of nonuniformity of the random freight flow, which 
is calculated in accordance with the theory of probability and 
mathematical statistics [30].

These circumstances lead to the application in the cal
culations of the conveyor transport line parameters of erro
neous initial data from the variation of the random freight 
flow.

Thus, the accepted procedure for determining the pa
rameters of the random freight flow in the transport line of 
the mine is questionable, since it is based on an imperfect 
theoretical model, the normal law of random variable distri
bution.

Overcoming these shortcomings is possible in the case of 
applying a perfect theoretical model of the distribution of ran
dom freight flow in the conveyor transport line of the mine.

The search for a perfect theoretical model was conducted 
by means of statistical research on the distribution of freight 
flow in the ranks and its description by various models, fol
lowed by the analysis of its results.

Statistical research has been conducted in highly produc
tive longwalls of the mine “n.a Heroiv Kosmosu” 
PJSC “DTEK Pavlohradvuhillia”, which are equipped with 
mechanized complexes KD90.

The distribution of the freight flow in the longwalls was de
termined based on the data of the minute feed velocity of the 
shearer, which were collected from the dispatching reports of 
the longwalls.

The distribution of freight flow was determined as follows:
 the real axis of the freight flow was divided into a finite 

number of intervals bordering each other;
 the number of freight flow sampling values (group sam

pling frequency) within these intervals was calculated;

Fig. 1. A bar chart of freight flow distribution in eastern rail-
road line of “Dovzhanska-Kapitalna” LLC DTEK “Sverd-
lovskantracit” mine:
Q – freight flow, kg/s; nQ – the number of instantaneous values of 
the freight flow (mathematical expectation according to the normal 
distribution law is 134 kg/s)
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 a Table was compiled of statistical distribution of con
secutive intervals of instantaneous freight flow by group fre
quency;

 a bar chart was built – a diagram of the distribution of 
freight flow according to the frequency of falling into these in
tervals.

The bar charts of freight flow distribution obtained from 
statistical research are a component of the results presented 
later regarding their description by various models.

The analysis of the obtained and wellknown bar charts of 
the distribution of freight flow indicates their extreme nature.

However, the shape of the bar charts significantly differs 
from each other.

The distribution of the freight flow according to the bar 
chart is observed to be mostly asymmetrical with respect to 
the center of its grouping, and, on the contrary, symmetrical 
or close to it.

Also, the rates of increase and decrease in the instanta
neous freight flow for different branches of the bar chart usu
ally differ from each other, which also indicates their asym
metry.

Therefore, the results of statistical research testify to the 
imperfection of the symmetric theoretical model accepted in 
practice, the normal law of distribution of random freight flow, 
since the bar charts are usually asymmetric.

Obtaining a perfect theoretical model of freight flow distri
bution was conducted by analyzing the results of describing 
bar charts with various algebraic functions.

At the same time, wellknown and specially constructed 
indicative algebraic functions based on the results of statistical 
research were applied.

Let us consider them separately.
1. Symmetric display function of the form

2
0( ) ,c x xy a e- ⋅ -= ⋅

where x is an independent variable (-∞ < x ≤ x0); a and c – 
function parameters; x0 – the value of the independent vari
able for which the extremum is observed; e – const (the basis 
of the natural logarithm).

Fig. 2 shows the diagram of the specified symmetric expo
nential function.

Function properties:
 the range of function existence is within from - ∞ to + ∞;
 the function has one extreme value;
 the function is symmetric with respect to the extre

mum.
It is rational to use another form of the function proposed 

above, the normal law of the distribution of a random variable 
(Gauss’s law) for practical application, with a welldeveloped 
mathematical apparatus for determining the parameters of a 
random variable
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where S is the square of the figure bounded by the function; 
σ – average square deviation of a random variable.

At present moment, as was mentioned earlier, it is used as 
an accepted theoretical model of freight flow distribution in 
the transport line.

Therefore, the parameters of the random freight flow are 
determined by the methods of probability theory and mathe
matical statistics.

2. Asymmetric indicator exponential

y = a ⋅ (x - d)b ⋅ e-c ⋅ (x - d),

where x is an independent variable (x ≥ d); a, b, c and d – func
tion parameters.

Properties of an asymmetric exponential function:
 the range of function existence is within from - ∞ to + ∞;
 the function has one extreme value;
 the function is asymmetric relative to the extremum 

(Figs. 3, a, b and c);
- the probable value and variance of the deviation of a ran

dom variable are determined by the expressions

x0 = - b/c and σ2
 = b/c2.

The specified function is based on the wellknown (pa
rameter d = 0) asymmetric indicator function

y = a ⋅ xb ⋅ e-c ⋅ x.

Fig. 3 shows the “basic” (parameter d = 0) diagrams of the 
asymmetric exponential function.

In practice, the following laws of random variable distribu
tion are based on the application of a wellknown exponential 
algebraic function:

 gamma distribution of a random variable a, b and c;
 exponential distribution of a random variable d.
3. The specially built indicative algebraic function based on 

the results of statistical research, whose rising and falling 
branches are described by the corresponding branches of the 
symmetric indicative function given above with separately de
fined parameters, of the form

2
0( ) ,kc x xy a e- ⋅ -= ⋅

where x is an independent variable (- ∞ < x ≤ x0); a – the max
imum value of the function; x0 – the value of the independent 
variable for which the extremum is observed; ck

 – parameter 
that describes the rate of rise and fall of the branches of the 
function (c1 for the rise branch at x ≤ x0; c2 for the fall branch 
at x ≥ x0).

In practice, it is rational to apply another form of the con
tinuous function proposed above, which is described by the 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the symmetric exponential function
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Fig. 3. Diagrams of the asymmetric exponential function y = a × 
× xb ⋅ e-c ⋅ x:
a – parameters c < 0, b > 1; b – parameters c < 0, b = 1; c – pa-
rameters c < 0, 0 < b < 1; d – parameters. c < 0, b = 0
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branches of the normal law of the distribution of a random 
variable with separately defined parameters, hence there is a 
wellknown technique for determining its parameters
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where x is a random variable; x0 – probable value (grouping 
center, mathematical expectation); Sk – the square of the fig
ure bounded by the function within a uniform change (S1 
within - ∞ < x ≤ x0; S2 within x0 ≤ x < ∞); σk – average square 
deviation of a random variable (σ1 at x ≤ x0; σ2 at x ≥ x0).

Fig. 4 illustrates a qualitative diagram of a specially con
structed continuous exponential algebraic function.

The density of the distribution of a random variable for 
this function has the following form
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Fig. 5 shows a diagram of the density of a random variable 
distribution, whose branches are described by the normal law 
of its distribution.

Properties of the specified indicative function:
 the range of function existence is within from - ∞ to + ∞.
 the function has one extreme value;
 the function can be both asymmetric and symmetric with 

respect to the extremum;
 the rate of rise and fall of function branches is deter

mined by parameters c1 and c2 or deviation variance σ1
2 and σ2

2 

of a random variable from mathematical expectation.
The parameters of a random freight flow with its distribu

tion according to a specially constructed indicator function are 
determined by the methods of probability theory and mathe
matical statistics, as its branches are described by the normal 
law of random variable distribution.

However, this is done after the mandatory preliminary de
termination of the valid value of the grouping center (probable 
value or mathematical expectation) of the random freight flow 
and separately for each branch of the theoretical model.

The actual value of the freight flow grouping center is de
termined step by step:

 first, the parameters of the model are calculated based on 
the visual assessment of the center of the freight flow grouping 
of the bar chart, and an intermediate diagram of the expected 
theoretical model is constructed;

 then, if necessary, the value of the center of the freight 
flow grouping is refined by iteration, by calculating the model 
parameters at each step of the iteration according to a value 
close to the true value, and building the model diagram again 
until the best description of the bar chart is obtained;

 the criterion for determining the valid value of the center 
of a grouping of the freight flow and its other parameters is the 
coincidence of the extremes of the rising and falling branches 
of the model in the next iteration;

 the calculation of the model branches parameters at each 
step of the iteration is performed with the application of in
stantaneous values of the random freight flow that exceed or, 
on the contrary, do not exceed the intermediate value of the 
grouping center.

Let us consider the obtained research results.
The Table shows the parameters of theoretical models of 

the distribution of random freight flow in the longwalls of the 
Mine “n.a Heroiv Kosmosu” PJSC “DTEK Pavlohrad
vuhillia”, which were described by the obtained bar charts.

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show bar charts and models of the distribu
tion of freight flow in the longwalls of the Mine “n.a Heroiv 
Kosmosu” PJSC “DTEK Pavlohradvuhillia”.

A comparative analysis of the results of the bar charts 
models description shows the following:

 a better match between a specially constructed theoreti
cal model and bar charts of different levels, both with an 
asymmetric distribution of freight flow and, on the contrary, 
close to symmetric according to various criteria of genuine
ness, the center of grouping, amplitude, velocity of rise and 
fall, and deviation of the freight flow is observed with the na
ked eye;

 therefore, a specially constructed indicative algebraic 
function, whose branches are described by the normal law of 
the distribution of a random variable with separately defined 
parameters, is recognized as a “perfect” theoretical model of 
the distribution of random freight flow in the conveyor trans
port lines of mines, since it has the ability to correctly describe 
various cases of distribution;

 the correctness of determining the parameters of the 
freight flow under a perfect theoretical model is guaranteed 
by the application of the methods of probability theory and 
mathematical statistics, since the branches of the model are 
described by Gauss’s law, but after the mandatory prelimi
nary determination of the valid value of the center of its 
grouping;

 the calculated parameters of the nonuniformity of the 
freight flow in the longwalls of the mine with the application of 
different theoretical models of its distribution are significantly 
different from each other;

 the values of the parameters of the freight flow in the 
longwalls according to different theoretical models are both 
larger and smaller than the actual values determined according 
to the perfect theoretical model of its distribution;

 the actual value of the coefficient of nonuniformity of the 
freight flow in the longwalls under a perfect theoretical model 
usually exceeds the value corresponding to the theoretical 
model accepted in practice, the normal law of random variable 
distribution;

 also, the actual coefficient of nonuniformity of the freight 
flow in the highly productive longwalls of only one analyzed 
mine reaches a value of 2.012, which already exceeds the limit 

xx00

y

s1 s2

Fig. 4. The diagram of the specially constructed continuous ex-
ponential function, whose rising and falling branches are 
described by the corresponding branches of the normal dis-
tribution law of a random variable with separately defined 
parameters

xx00

f(x)

s1 s2

Fig. 5. The diagram of the density of a random variable distri-
bution according to the exponential function, whose 
branches are described by the normal law of its distribution
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Table
Parameters of theoretical models of random freight flow distribution in longwalls of Mine “n.a Heroiv Kosmosu”

Theoretical 
model Model parameters

Longwall No

983  1060  1100

Normal
distribution law

mathematical expectation, x0, m/min 2.714 2.980 1.877

average square deviation, σ, m/min 0.352 0.560 0.454

coefficient of variation, v 0.130 0.188 0.242

coefficient of nonuniformity, kn 1.334 1.484 1.623

Gamma
distribution

ln a
b
c
d

15.841
7.726
-6.748
1.400

14.398
8.017
-6.039
1.500

10.632
1.209
-2.338
0.950

mathematical expectation, x0, m/min 2.545 2.828 1.465

average square deviation, σ, m/min 0.412 0.469 0.468

coefficient of variation, v 0.162 0.166 0.319

coefficient of nonuniformity, kn 1.417 1.427 1.823

Specially built 
display
function

mathematical expectation, x0, m/min 2.650 2.900 1.575

average square deviation, σ, m/min 0.206/0.432 0.498/0.580 0.193/0.619

coefficient of variation, v 0.163 0.200 0.393

coefficient of nonuniformity, kn 1.420 1.515 2.012

Fig. 6. A bar chart and models of the distribution of feed veloc-
ity of the V shearer over time in longwall No. 983 of the 
Mine “n.a Heroiv Kosmosu” PJSC “DTEK Pavlohrad-
vuhillia”:
a specially built display function – blue dots; normal distribution 
law – black dots; gamma distribution – red dots

Fig. 7. A bar chart and models of the distribution of feed veloc-
ity of the V shearer over time in longwall No. 1060 of the 
Mine “n.a Heroiv Kosmosu” PJSC “DTEK Pavlohrad-
vuhillia”:
a specially built display function – blue dots; normal distribution 
law – black dots; gamma distribution – red dots

normative value for conveyor transport lines along horizontal 
and inclined preparatory workings of mining areas – 2.0;

 at the same time, the established value of the coefficient 
of nonuniformity of the freight flow in the longwalls of the 
only analyzed mine is not at all the maximum, since there are 
cases when in some conveyor transport lines of other mines, it 
reaches a value of 2.5 or more, according to the theoretical 
model accepted in practice.

Conclusions. Therefore, we have built a perfect theoretical 
model that describes well various cases of distribution of ran
dom freight flow in the conveyor transport line of the mine, 
including both predominantly asymmetric and symmetric or 
close to its distribution.

A perfect theoretical model is represented by an indicative 
algebraic function, whose branches are described by the nor
mal distribution law of a random variable with separately de
fined parameters. Therefore, the calculation of the parameters 
of the random freight flow is conducted with the application of 
the methods of probability theory and mathematical statistics, 
but after the preliminary determination of the actual value of 
the center of its grouping.

The coefficient of nonuniformity of freight flow in the 
longwalls of analyzed mine exceeds the value inherent in the 
theoretical model applied in practice by almost a quarter.

Fig. 8. A bar chart and models of the distribution of feed veloc-
ity of the V shearer over time in longwall No. 1100 of the 
Mine “n.a Heroiv Kosmosu” PJSC “DTEK Pavlohrad-
vuhillia”:
a specially built display function – blue dots; normal distribution 
law – black dots; gamma distribution – red dots
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The coefficient of nonuniformity of the freight flow in the 
highly productive longwalls of only analyzed mine reaches a 
value of 2.012, which already exceeds the limit for the corre
sponding conveyor transport lines – 2.0.

The initial data from the nonuniformity of the random 
freight flow in the conveyor transport line of the mine, which 
is substantiated by the application of a perfect theoretical 
model of its distribution, in the case of an objective calculation 
of its parameters, including taking into account the influence 
of the minerals transportation velocity, increase the efficiency 
and reliability of the operation of the conveyor transport sys
tem and mine’s productivity.
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Мeтa. Підвищeння eфeктивноcті роботи конвeєрної 
трaнcпортної cиcтeми шaxти зa рaxунок викориcтaння 
рaціонaльниx пaрaмeтрів, що розрaxовуютьcя об’єктивно 
зa доcтовірними виxідними дaними випaдкового вaн тa
жо потоку в конвeєрній трaнcпортній лінії з урaxувaнням 
швидкоcті трaнcпортувaння кориcниx копaлин, у тому 
чиcлі з викориcтaнням доcконaлої тeорeтичної модeлі 
роз поділу вaнтaжопотоку.

Мeтодикa. Комплeкcні доcліджeння:
 cтaтиcтичні доcліджeння фaктичного розподілу ви

пaдкового вaнтaжопотоку в виcокопродуктивниx лaвax 
ВCП шaxтa «Імeні Гeроїв Коcмоcу» ПрAТ «ДТEК Пaв ло
грaд вугілля»;

 опиc гіcтогрaм розподілу випaдкового вaн тa жо по то
ку різномaнітними покaзовими aлгeбрaїчними функція
ми – нормaльним і гaмa розподілом випaдкової вeличини 
тa cпeціaльно збудовaною функцією з окрeмо ви знa чe
ни ми пaрaмeтрaми її гілок;

 aнaліз рeзультaтів доcліджeнь щодо прaвильноcті 
тeорeтичної модeлі розподілу випaдкового вaнтaжопотоку 
зa різними критeріями іcтинноcті – цeнтром групувaння, 
aмплітудою, швидкіcтю зроcтaння й пaдіння тa від xи лeн
ням.

Рeзультaти. Збудовaнa доcконaлa тeорeтичнa модeль у 
вигляді покaзової aлгeбрaїчної функції, гілки якої 
опиcуютьcя нормaльним зaконом розподілу випaдкової 
вeличини з окрeмо визнaчeними пaрaмeтрaми, що добрe 
опиcує розподіл випaдкового вaнтaжопотоку в кон вe єр
ній трaнcпортній лінії шaxти й зaбeзпeчує визнaчeння 
його пaрaмeтрів мeтодaми тeорії ймовірноcтeй.

Нaуковa новизнa. Упeршe отримaнa тeорeтичнa мо
дeль розподілу випaдкового вaнтaжопотоку в конвeєрній 
трaнcпортній лінії шaxти, що добрe опиcує різномaнітні 
випaдки його розподілу, у тому чиcлі cимeтричний і 
нecимeтричний, тa зaбeзпeчує визнaчeння пaрaмeтрів 
вaнтaжопотоку мeтодaми тeорії ймовірноcтeй.

Прaктичнa знaчиміcть. Дійcнe знaчeння коeфіцієнтa 
нeрівномірноcті вaнтaжопотоку в конвeєрній трaнc порт
ній лінії шaxти, яке визнaчeнe зa викориcтaння до cко нa
лої тeорeтичної модeлі, мaйжe до чвeрті пeрeвищує знa
чeн ня, що притaмaннe прийнятій у прaктиці модeлі – 
нормaльному зaкону розподілу випaдкової вeличини. 
Коeфіцієнт нeрівномірноcті вaнтaжопотоку в ви cо ко
про дуктивниx лaвax тільки вкaзaної шaxти доcягaє 
знaчeння 2,012, що вжe пeрeвищує грaничнe нормaтивнe 
знaчeння для конвeєрниx трaнcпортниx ліній по го ри
зон тaльним й поxилим підготовчим виробкaм виїмковиx 
полів – 2,0. Доcтовірні виxідні дaнні з нeрівномірноcті 
випaдкового вaнтaжопотоку в конвeєрній трaнcпортній 
лінії шaxти, що обґрунтовaні зa викориcтaння доcконaлої 
тeорeтичної модeлі його розподілу, позитивно впливaють 
нa розрaxунок її пaрaмeтрів і cприяють підвищeнню 
eфeктивноcті й нaдійноcті функціонувaння конвeєрної 
трaнcпортної cиcтeми.

Ключові cловa: конвeєрнa трaнcпортнa лінія, ви пaд ко-
вий вaнтaжопотік, розподіл вaнтaжопотоку, гіcтогрaмa, 
тeорeтичнa модeль, нормaльний зaкон розподілу випaдкової 
вeличини, коeфіцієнт нeрівномірноcті
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